
With a bit of insanity and the interest of KLite’s stomachs and future in mind Steve Day,
launched the first KL International Gourmet Festival in 2001. 

As the Organizing Chairman Day, who’s lived in KL for more than 20 years, tells it,
“We wanted people to have fun, get out more often and enjoy life in this great city.

Through our magazine, Vision KL we knew the city’s restaurants and we knew the
tough time they were having trying to promote fine dining. It’s hard to believe now, but
five to six years ago there were very few restaurants who could make money. KL’s

hawker fare was famous but too few people knew about the city’s fine dining
capabilities. We had some of the best restaurants in the world serving some of the best

food at the best prices with the best service but how could we promote them? The answer
of course was the Festival.” 

The first Festival encompassing 13 restaurants was highly successful and spawned a veritable
sea of mini festivals and dining promotions many of which copied the exact style and format of

the original KLIGF but this did not phase Day. “Every activity needs a benchmark of excellence”,
he says pragmatically. “Soccer, for example, has the World Cup but this doesn’t prevent them

having the Asian or European Championships. The more promotions and festivals there are, the better
it is for the industry and ultimately the consumer so we encourage them.” 

Today KL diners have never had it so good. A new restaurant seems to sprout up
every second day as more entrepreneurs enter the fray. With the increase in
choice and the plethora of food promotions available, prices have come down

and more people are dining out in top restaurants than ever before.

Food tourism is also a growing world phenomenon with one recent survey
showing that 86% of all travellers consider dining-out as one of their top

three holiday experiences. “If we can expand tourism everyone will
benefit and what better way to promote KL than by promoting a

month of great eating and socializing!” says Day.

Each year the Festival has grown and exceeded the
previous year. So much so that what started as a sideline
has now become a mammoth effort in all-year-round

organisation. “Su, Guri and the whole team work very
hard but it pays off,” Day says, referring to his wife,

Su Wai Fun who heads up organizer, AsiaReach Events, and Guri Dhillon the festival coordinator.
“Though we know there’s still a long way to go, a lot of people say that our KL Festival is way
ahead of other festivals in the region. Last year around 100,000 diners joined in the fun.”

Well aware of the drawing power of good food, title sponsor Visa is using KLIGF as a
platform to promote KL in their “Fly, Stay, Dine and Shop” programme. Other sponsors
are Mercedes, the ‘Official Car’; Heineken, the ‘Official Beer’; Fuji as ‘Imaging Partner’
and AXA, the ‘Official Insurer’. Making an interesting debut this year is inter-city express
coach operator, Aeroline, whose double-decker coaches will feature giant montages of
Festival chefs as they travel up and down between KL and Singapore.

“We’ve also got the country’s top media partners in Astro, Light & Easy, The Star and of
course le Prestige who will make sure that the festival message is heard far and wide”, adds
Day whose own Vision Four Media Group will also be promoting the Festival to millions of local
and international business and leisure travelers via Vision KL and through the Vision Four digital
hotel network. 

Under the Royal Patronage of the Regent of Negeri Sembilan, HRH Tuanku Naquiyuddin
ibni Tuanku Ja’afar, and with a committee that comprises top food gurus and
the who’s who of KL Society, the Festival has become the standard
bearer for the capital city’s fine dining industry. At the Festival Gala
Launch, restaurants compete for The Golden Cauldron Award, a
coveted trophy given to the best all-round restaurant. “It’s become
quite a treasured piece”, says Day, “and the restaurants go all out to
try and win it.” Last year this honour went to Shangri-La’s Lafite.

One event that no one wants to miss is the Chefs Charity Auction. The
successful bidder wins a Festival Master Chef for an evening who
cooks a five star meal for a group of the winning bidder’s friends. Last
year the auction raised over RM230,000 for the Tunku Naquiyuddin
Foundation benefitting under privileged children.

With special menus offered at special prices for 28 days, the KL
International Gourmet Festival is clearly the best time to try new
cuisine and new venues. “You should try all 23 restaurants,” says Day
with a smile, “but invest in a gym membership first or at the very least
find a good tailor who can adjust the waistline of your trousers.” 

Bon appetit!

Mr Steve Day, Organizing Chairman, 
The KL International Gourmet Festival
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Royal Patron, 
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Entering Al Nafourah is like stepping into a scene in the Arabian Nights – Moorish
arches, silken drapes, richly woven tapestries and sultry belly dancers swirling
through rooms perfumed with the sensual scents of spices, rose petals and
fragrant shisha. More than a restaurant that offers the finest authentic Lebanese
fare, Al Nafourah presents diners with a romantic, quintessentially Middle Eastern
experience – from its courteous, costumed service staff, to the flavourful gahwa or
Arabic coffee served after meals, to the nightly belly dancing performances.

Cavallini’s offers contemporary modern Italian cuisine in a cosy, romantic setting.
Decorated with a modern Italian touch, the name Cavallini’s alludes to
horses. Soft jazz played live and candlelight add to this elegant restaurant’s
relaxing atmosphere, and there is a great view of the private lake from the
restaurant. Featuring an open kitchen, guests can watch their meals being
prepared. Attentive, friendly, fast and efficient, Cavallini’s personalised
service adds to the pleasure of the guest’s dining experience. 

Chalet, a quaint and cosy restaurant that brings to mind dining in a charming
wooden house is the pride and joy of Hotel Equatorial Kuala Lumpur.
Established over 30 years ago, Chalet is well known for its award-winning
cuisine and unique atmosphere. With its fine selection of traditional Swiss
continental fare, pleasant ambience and impeccable service, it comes as
no surprise that Chalet is a multiple Tourism Malaysia Gold Award winner.

Chynna stands on its own as a modern Chinese restaurant with endearing 
traditional Chinese elements. Emphasising all things theatrical, dramatic and
stylish, Chynna is reminiscent of glamourous Shanghai in the 1930s. Taking
centre stage in this wondrous setting is the sumptuous selection of Cantonese
cuisine, served by efficient and friendly staff. The restaurant's design, décor,
and even utensils reflect the feel of Chynna – glamourous, with a touch of
the sensual. It's no wonder that the restaurant is always jam-packed. 

Enjoy fine French cuisine amidst British colonial luxury set in a tropical garden
at The Dining Room, Carcosa Seri Negara’s newest jewel. Only the finest
and most authentic ingredients are used in The Dining Room’s traditional
French cooking, which is served in contemporary style. Modelled on the
dining room of Sir Frank Swettenham, the original resident of the house, the
restaurant features a pianist on Monday through Saturday nights, and
provides a grand ambience in which patrons can indulge in its excellent
collection of wines, spirits and cigars. 

Dynasty Chinese Restaurant welcomes patrons like a family friend, thanks to its
home-like appeal, friendly staff, as well as traditionally and delicately prepared
exquisite Cantonese cuisine. Fashioned after the private dining halls of grand
emperors of bygone days, Dynasty has a warm and sophisticated ambience
that further enhances one's dining experience. Drawing a crowd of loyal diners,
the lavishly decorated restaurant proudly retains the basic Chinese ingredients,
favoured by many of its regular clients. 

A visit to EEST can be described as a voyage of culinary discovery, featuring
Japanese, Vietnamese, Chinese, Thai and Malaysian cuisines, prepared with
authentic recipes and presented with an innovative twist. EEST’s unique ambience
– furnished with cast aluminium zhou vessels, hand-carved tables, abaca seating
and volcanic ash floors – is the manifestation of Asian craft articulated in Western
neo-minimalism. The friendly staff provide attentive yet discreet service, and five
open kitchens – including the noodle and dim sum stations with hot vapour gently
rising from steamers – offer diners “live food shows” alongside exquisite cuisine. 

Iketeru, with its light wooden interior, glass walls, clean lines and zen-like appeal,
is the epitome of a chic, serene and elegant Japanese restaurant. Combining
both traditional and modern Japanese elements, Iketeru is refreshingly different.
The open kitchens are sectioned into several areas; diners can witness the skills
of the many experienced chefs as they prepare freshly made sushi and sashimi
as well as teppanyaki. After a delicious meal, take a walk in the beautiful garden
that has a breathtaking view of Kuala Lumpur.

Secluded and nestled away at the Highlands Hotel is the regally named Imperial
Rama. The elegant décor lends this fine dining restaurant an air of exclusiveness,
which is further enhanced by the scores of well-known entertainers that have
wined and dined here. Imperial Rama serves both delectable Thai and Chinese
cuisines in a spacious and comfortable environment.

Away from the hustle and bustle of the city is Kim Ma Restaurant, housed in the
lavish Palace of the Golden Horses. Named after the noble character of a golden
horse, Kim Ma pays tribute to the ancient Tang dynasty with its majestic décor
and setting. Specialising in contemporary Chinese cuisine, the restaurant combines
outstanding quality and creative presentation. It exudes a subtle and relaxing
dining ambience, making it the perfect venue for those craving for privacy. 

Lafite has long been synonymous with fine French cuisine in Kuala Lumpur. And
boasting what is reputedly the largest wine collection in Malaysia, a dedicated
wine tasting room and a cigar humidor, it is a hot hangout for those who
appreciate the finer things in life. Designed by internationally renowned interior
designer Adam Tihany, Lafite’s stylish interior is a picture of modern simplicity
balanced with an understated opulence. With all these and its personalised and
relaxed, yet efficient service, Lafite offers discerning guests a pleasurable total
gastronomic dining experience.

Lai Ching Yuen offers some of the finest Cantonese cuisine in town. Serving over
30 types of delectable dim sum and an extensive selection of popular and
specialised Cantonese dishes, this comfortable and contemporary Chinese
restaurant has won the prestigious Malaysian Tourism Gold Award for Best
Chinese Restaurant for four consecutive years, from 1991 to 1994 and then
again in 1996 and 1997.

Located in the heart of town, this award-winning restaurant serves 
classic–Cantonese cuisine within its elegant interior. Enjoy classic traditional
delicacies and a delectable assortment of fresh dim sum in surroundings designed
after grand ancestral, turn-of-the-century homes of Chinese tycoons, with modern
touches of metal and glass. An open kitchen with a hierarchy of chefs showcasing
their skills with flaming woks sets the scene for an excellent meal. With their
emphasis on consistent, attentive yet unobtrusive service, you are assured of a
delightful dining experience at Lai Po Heen.

Winner of numerous best restaurant awards, Oggi, which means ‘today’ in
Italian, is a stylish, hip restaurant and bar. Its fresh, Italian-flavoured contemporary
décor features intimate dining booths that revolve according to the diners’
preferred view of the restaurant, and an open plan kitchen complete with a
wood-fire oven. Central to it all is the innovative modern Italian cuisine of Chef
Renato, which combines the best of northern and southern Italy. Oggi stocks an
extensive range of wines that complement its fine cuisine.

All set to match the ‘cool-ness’ of Genting Highlands is The Olive, a vibrant,
chic and arty fine dining restaurant. Classy and elegant, The Olive
welcomes patrons with its warm olive tones and beautiful lighting. Serving
Continental cuisine, the food features textures, flavours and styles in a
blend of classical recipes with contemporary ingredients and tastes.
Combine all of these elements, and you’ve ordered yourself dining pleasure
served on a platter. 

Award-winning Pacifica Grill & Bar carries an unmistakable underwater world
theme. Vibrant, colourful and cheerful, it is an ideal venue for an informal lunch in
the city. When night comes, the lights are dimmed, giving the place a romantic
feel. Patrons can come in for drinks by the lounge and bar, and then sit down to
a sumptuous selection of world class cuisine in the main dining area.

Visit Senja, one of the finest Italian restaurants around for an excellent meal
in a wonderful, relaxing and romantic setting. Located in the resort-like
environs of The Saujana, Senja serves uniquely presented Italian cuisine
that is decidedly rich and contemporary. The front exterior provides an
alternative alfresco dining area for both casual and romantic diners, whilst
live jazz music and acoustic serenades embrace and reflect guests’ moods
as the evening progresses.

Senses is a place that lives up to its name. Created by renowned Kuala
Lumpur-born Cheong Liew, one of the world’s top 10 hottest chefs, and his
young protégé, Kelly Brennan, Senses is a complete dining experience that
pampers all your senses. Experience global fine dining, combining the best
of Asian and Western traditions in a very contemporary ambience and an
open and interactive environment. Dazzling KL diners since September last
year, Senses is a 1st time participant in the KLIGF.

Dining at Soi Twenty Three is like having your meal while floating over Kuala
Lumpur city. With floor to ceiling glass surrounding much of the dining area,
the view is amazing, especially from the restaurant’s location on the 23rd
floor. Chic and intimate, this is the perfect place to enjoy the finest Thai
cuisine at your leisure. The service team strives to anticipate the needs of
guests and pays attention to the little things that make each visit
memorable.

Elegant and refined, Tai Zi Heen offers authentic Hong Kong Cantonese cuisine.
This "home away from home" features sleek, modern contemporary Chinese
décor with Western touches, tastefully designed with elements of wood,
marble and glass. The elaborate menu features a delicious array 
of signature dishes and a fine selection of home-made dim sum sure to
please lovers of Chinese cuisine. The restaurant's friendly service team aims
to fully satisfy and delight diners, and go beyond expectations.

Softly lit and furnished with wood and rich blood-red accents, Tamarind
Springs surrounds diners with rustic luxury as they enjoy authentic
Vietnamese, Laotian and Cambodian cuisine. Let the exotic flavours of
traditional Indochinese village cuisine delight your tastebuds while the
restaurant’s friendly resort-style fine dining service makes you feel right at
home. It truly fulfils its aim of being a tropical getaway in the city, and a
soothing break from the concrete jungle.

Walking into Third Floor is like stepping into the pages of a modern interior
design magazine. With its cool decor and clean lines, this chic restaurant is
a favourite of many European patrons. Thanks to its ample space and
practical design, Third Floor is able to host many glitzy, social events.
Complementing this set-up is the restaurant's contemporary menu; Third
Floor serves French cuisine with touches of Australian and Pacific Rim
influences.

It's no wonder that Zipangu was accorded the 'Best Oriental Restaurant
Award' at the Malaysia Tourism Awards 2004. With its neutral–coloured
wooden interior, glass panels and soothing sounds of flowing water amidst a
modern setting, Zipangu offers one a sense of tranquillity, dimension and
space. The main dining area and kitchen offer patrons the opportunity to
witness the artistry and culinary skills of the chefs, as they prepare a
delectable mixture of both authentic and modern cuisine to stimulate and
tempt the senses.

Participating Restaurants

DYNASTY

Renaissance Kuala Lumpur Hotel 

Corner of Jalan Sultan Ismail & Jalan

Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur

Category: Chinese (non-halal)

Festival Reservations: 603 2162 2233

IMPERIAL RAMA
Level 2, Highlands Hotel
69000 Genting Highlands,
Pahang Darul Makmur
Category: Thai-Chinese
Festival Reservations: 603 6101 1118

KIM MA
Palace of the Golden Horses
Jalan Kuda Emas, The Mines Resort City
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Category: Contemporary Chinese
Festival Reservations: 603 8944 3461

LAFITE
Shangri-La Hotel Kuala Lumpur
11 Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur.
Category: French
Festival Reservations: 603 2074 3900

EEST
Level 1, The Westin Kuala Lumpur
199 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Pan Asian
Festival Reservations: 603 2773 8017

IKETERU
Level 8, Hilton Kuala Lumpur
3 Jalan Stesen Sentral,
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Modern Japanese 
Festival Reservations: 603 2264 2264

OGGI
The Regent Kuala Lumpur
160, Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Italian
Festival Reservations: 603 2141 0661

TAI ZI HEEN
Prince Hotel & Residence Kuala Lumpur
Jalan Conlay, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Chinese
Festival Reservations: 603 2170 3259

LAI PO HEEN
Mandarin Oriental, Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Classic–Cantonese
Festival Reservations: 603 2380 8888

CAVALLINI’S
Palace of the Golden Horses
Jalan Kuda Emas,The Mines Resort City, 
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Category: Italian
Festival Reservations: 603 8944 3461

THE DINING ROOM
Carcosa Seri Negara, Taman Tasik
Perdana, Persiaran Mahameru, 50480
Kuala Lumpur
Category: French
Festival Reservations: 603 2295 0810

SOI TWENTY THREE
Pacific Regency Hotels & Apartments
Level 23, Menara PanGlobal
Jalan Punchak Off Jalan P Ramlee
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Thai
Festival Reservations: 603 2332 7777

AL NAFOURAH
Le Meridien Kuala Lumpur, 
2 Jalan Stesen Sentral
Kuala Lumpur Sentral, 
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Lebanese
Festival Reservations: 603 2263 7888

SENSES
Mezzanine Level, Studio 
Hilton Kuala Lumpur
3 Jalan Stesen Sentral, 
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Global Cuisine 
Festival Reservations: 603 2264 2264

THE OLIVE
Lobby Floor, Genting Hotel
69000 Genting Highlands, 
Pahang Darul Makmur
Category: Continental 
Festival Reservations: 603 6101 1118

S p r i n gs

TAMARIND SPRINGS
Jalan 1, Taman Tun Abdul Razak,
Ampang 68000 Selangor Darul Ehsan
Category: Indochinese
Festival Reservations: 603 4256 9300

PACIFICA GRILL & BAR
Mandarin Oriental, Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Contemporary-European 
Festival Reservations: 603 2380 8888

THIRD FLOOR
Third Floor Restaurant Bar, 
Level 3R, JW Marriott Hotel
183 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Contemporary
Festival Reservations: 603 2141 3363

SENJA
The Saujana, Kuala Lumpur
Saujana Resort, Jalan Lapangan
Terbang SAAS, 40150 Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Category: Italian
Festival Reservations: 603 7846 1234

ZIPANGU
Shangri-La Hotel Kuala Lumpur
11 Jalan Sultan Ismail, 
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Japanese
Festival Reservations: 603 2074 3900

CHALET
Hotel Equatorial Kuala Lumpur 
Jalan Sultan Ismail, 
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Swiss
Festival Reservations: 603 2161 7777

CHYNNA
Level 5, Studio
Hilton Kuala Lumpur
No. 3, Jalan Stesen Sentral, 
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Hong Kong Cantonese
Festival Reservations: 603 2264 2264

LAI CHING YUEN
The Regent Kuala Lumpur
160 Jalan Bukit Bintang,
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Cantonese
Festival Reservations: 603 2117 4180
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Entering Al Nafourah is like stepping into a scene in the Arabian Nights – Moorish
arches, silken drapes, richly woven tapestries and sultry belly dancers swirling
through rooms perfumed with the sensual scents of spices, rose petals and
fragrant shisha. More than a restaurant that offers the finest authentic Lebanese
fare, Al Nafourah presents diners with a romantic, quintessentially Middle Eastern
experience – from its courteous, costumed service staff, to the flavourful gahwa or
Arabic coffee served after meals, to the nightly belly dancing performances.

Cavallini’s offers contemporary modern Italian cuisine in a cosy, romantic setting.
Decorated with a modern Italian touch, the name Cavallini’s alludes to
horses. Soft jazz played live and candlelight add to this elegant restaurant’s
relaxing atmosphere, and there is a great view of the private lake from the
restaurant. Featuring an open kitchen, guests can watch their meals being
prepared. Attentive, friendly, fast and efficient, Cavallini’s personalised
service adds to the pleasure of the guest’s dining experience. 

Chalet, a quaint and cosy restaurant that brings to mind dining in a charming
wooden house is the pride and joy of Hotel Equatorial Kuala Lumpur.
Established over 30 years ago, Chalet is well known for its award-winning
cuisine and unique atmosphere. With its fine selection of traditional Swiss
continental fare, pleasant ambience and impeccable service, it comes as
no surprise that Chalet is a multiple Tourism Malaysia Gold Award winner.

Chynna stands on its own as a modern Chinese restaurant with endearing 
traditional Chinese elements. Emphasising all things theatrical, dramatic and
stylish, Chynna is reminiscent of glamourous Shanghai in the 1930s. Taking
centre stage in this wondrous setting is the sumptuous selection of Cantonese
cuisine, served by efficient and friendly staff. The restaurant's design, décor,
and even utensils reflect the feel of Chynna – glamourous, with a touch of
the sensual. It's no wonder that the restaurant is always jam-packed. 

Enjoy fine French cuisine amidst British colonial luxury set in a tropical garden
at The Dining Room, Carcosa Seri Negara’s newest jewel. Only the finest
and most authentic ingredients are used in The Dining Room’s traditional
French cooking, which is served in contemporary style. Modelled on the
dining room of Sir Frank Swettenham, the original resident of the house, the
restaurant features a pianist on Monday through Saturday nights, and
provides a grand ambience in which patrons can indulge in its excellent
collection of wines, spirits and cigars. 

Dynasty Chinese Restaurant welcomes patrons like a family friend, thanks to its
home-like appeal, friendly staff, as well as traditionally and delicately prepared
exquisite Cantonese cuisine. Fashioned after the private dining halls of grand
emperors of bygone days, Dynasty has a warm and sophisticated ambience
that further enhances one's dining experience. Drawing a crowd of loyal diners,
the lavishly decorated restaurant proudly retains the basic Chinese ingredients,
favoured by many of its regular clients. 

A visit to EEST can be described as a voyage of culinary discovery, featuring
Japanese, Vietnamese, Chinese, Thai and Malaysian cuisines, prepared with
authentic recipes and presented with an innovative twist. EEST’s unique ambience
– furnished with cast aluminium zhou vessels, hand-carved tables, abaca seating
and volcanic ash floors – is the manifestation of Asian craft articulated in Western
neo-minimalism. The friendly staff provide attentive yet discreet service, and five
open kitchens – including the noodle and dim sum stations with hot vapour gently
rising from steamers – offer diners “live food shows” alongside exquisite cuisine. 

Iketeru, with its light wooden interior, glass walls, clean lines and zen-like appeal,
is the epitome of a chic, serene and elegant Japanese restaurant. Combining
both traditional and modern Japanese elements, Iketeru is refreshingly different.
The open kitchens are sectioned into several areas; diners can witness the skills
of the many experienced chefs as they prepare freshly made sushi and sashimi
as well as teppanyaki. After a delicious meal, take a walk in the beautiful garden
that has a breathtaking view of Kuala Lumpur.

Secluded and nestled away at the Highlands Hotel is the regally named Imperial
Rama. The elegant décor lends this fine dining restaurant an air of exclusiveness,
which is further enhanced by the scores of well-known entertainers that have
wined and dined here. Imperial Rama serves both delectable Thai and Chinese
cuisines in a spacious and comfortable environment.

Away from the hustle and bustle of the city is Kim Ma Restaurant, housed in the
lavish Palace of the Golden Horses. Named after the noble character of a golden
horse, Kim Ma pays tribute to the ancient Tang dynasty with its majestic décor
and setting. Specialising in contemporary Chinese cuisine, the restaurant combines
outstanding quality and creative presentation. It exudes a subtle and relaxing
dining ambience, making it the perfect venue for those craving for privacy. 

Lafite has long been synonymous with fine French cuisine in Kuala Lumpur. And
boasting what is reputedly the largest wine collection in Malaysia, a dedicated
wine tasting room and a cigar humidor, it is a hot hangout for those who
appreciate the finer things in life. Designed by internationally renowned interior
designer Adam Tihany, Lafite’s stylish interior is a picture of modern simplicity
balanced with an understated opulence. With all these and its personalised and
relaxed, yet efficient service, Lafite offers discerning guests a pleasurable total
gastronomic dining experience.

Lai Ching Yuen offers some of the finest Cantonese cuisine in town. Serving over
30 types of delectable dim sum and an extensive selection of popular and
specialised Cantonese dishes, this comfortable and contemporary Chinese
restaurant has won the prestigious Malaysian Tourism Gold Award for Best
Chinese Restaurant for four consecutive years, from 1991 to 1994 and then
again in 1996 and 1997.

Located in the heart of town, this award-winning restaurant serves 
classic–Cantonese cuisine within its elegant interior. Enjoy classic traditional
delicacies and a delectable assortment of fresh dim sum in surroundings designed
after grand ancestral, turn-of-the-century homes of Chinese tycoons, with modern
touches of metal and glass. An open kitchen with a hierarchy of chefs showcasing
their skills with flaming woks sets the scene for an excellent meal. With their
emphasis on consistent, attentive yet unobtrusive service, you are assured of a
delightful dining experience at Lai Po Heen.

Winner of numerous best restaurant awards, Oggi, which means ‘today’ in
Italian, is a stylish, hip restaurant and bar. Its fresh, Italian-flavoured contemporary
décor features intimate dining booths that revolve according to the diners’
preferred view of the restaurant, and an open plan kitchen complete with a
wood-fire oven. Central to it all is the innovative modern Italian cuisine of Chef
Renato, which combines the best of northern and southern Italy. Oggi stocks an
extensive range of wines that complement its fine cuisine.

All set to match the ‘cool-ness’ of Genting Highlands is The Olive, a vibrant,
chic and arty fine dining restaurant. Classy and elegant, The Olive
welcomes patrons with its warm olive tones and beautiful lighting. Serving
Continental cuisine, the food features textures, flavours and styles in a
blend of classical recipes with contemporary ingredients and tastes.
Combine all of these elements, and you’ve ordered yourself dining pleasure
served on a platter. 

Award-winning Pacifica Grill & Bar carries an unmistakable underwater world
theme. Vibrant, colourful and cheerful, it is an ideal venue for an informal lunch in
the city. When night comes, the lights are dimmed, giving the place a romantic
feel. Patrons can come in for drinks by the lounge and bar, and then sit down to
a sumptuous selection of world class cuisine in the main dining area.

Visit Senja, one of the finest Italian restaurants around for an excellent meal
in a wonderful, relaxing and romantic setting. Located in the resort-like
environs of The Saujana, Senja serves uniquely presented Italian cuisine
that is decidedly rich and contemporary. The front exterior provides an
alternative alfresco dining area for both casual and romantic diners, whilst
live jazz music and acoustic serenades embrace and reflect guests’ moods
as the evening progresses.

Senses is a place that lives up to its name. Created by renowned Kuala
Lumpur-born Cheong Liew, one of the world’s top 10 hottest chefs, and his
young protégé, Kelly Brennan, Senses is a complete dining experience that
pampers all your senses. Experience global fine dining, combining the best
of Asian and Western traditions in a very contemporary ambience and an
open and interactive environment. Dazzling KL diners since September last
year, Senses is a 1st time participant in the KLIGF.

Dining at Soi Twenty Three is like having your meal while floating over Kuala
Lumpur city. With floor to ceiling glass surrounding much of the dining area,
the view is amazing, especially from the restaurant’s location on the 23rd
floor. Chic and intimate, this is the perfect place to enjoy the finest Thai
cuisine at your leisure. The service team strives to anticipate the needs of
guests and pays attention to the little things that make each visit
memorable.

Elegant and refined, Tai Zi Heen offers authentic Hong Kong Cantonese cuisine.
This "home away from home" features sleek, modern contemporary Chinese
décor with Western touches, tastefully designed with elements of wood,
marble and glass. The elaborate menu features a delicious array 
of signature dishes and a fine selection of home-made dim sum sure to
please lovers of Chinese cuisine. The restaurant's friendly service team aims
to fully satisfy and delight diners, and go beyond expectations.

Softly lit and furnished with wood and rich blood-red accents, Tamarind
Springs surrounds diners with rustic luxury as they enjoy authentic
Vietnamese, Laotian and Cambodian cuisine. Let the exotic flavours of
traditional Indochinese village cuisine delight your tastebuds while the
restaurant’s friendly resort-style fine dining service makes you feel right at
home. It truly fulfils its aim of being a tropical getaway in the city, and a
soothing break from the concrete jungle.

Walking into Third Floor is like stepping into the pages of a modern interior
design magazine. With its cool decor and clean lines, this chic restaurant is
a favourite of many European patrons. Thanks to its ample space and
practical design, Third Floor is able to host many glitzy, social events.
Complementing this set-up is the restaurant's contemporary menu; Third
Floor serves French cuisine with touches of Australian and Pacific Rim
influences.

It's no wonder that Zipangu was accorded the 'Best Oriental Restaurant
Award' at the Malaysia Tourism Awards 2004. With its neutral–coloured
wooden interior, glass panels and soothing sounds of flowing water amidst a
modern setting, Zipangu offers one a sense of tranquillity, dimension and
space. The main dining area and kitchen offer patrons the opportunity to
witness the artistry and culinary skills of the chefs, as they prepare a
delectable mixture of both authentic and modern cuisine to stimulate and
tempt the senses.

Participating Restaurants

DYNASTY

Renaissance Kuala Lumpur Hotel 

Corner of Jalan Sultan Ismail & Jalan

Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur

Category: Chinese (non-halal)

Festival Reservations: 603 2162 2233

IMPERIAL RAMA
Level 2, Highlands Hotel
69000 Genting Highlands,
Pahang Darul Makmur
Category: Thai-Chinese
Festival Reservations: 603 6101 1118

KIM MA
Palace of the Golden Horses
Jalan Kuda Emas, The Mines Resort City
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Category: Contemporary Chinese
Festival Reservations: 603 8944 3461

LAFITE
Shangri-La Hotel Kuala Lumpur
11 Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur.
Category: French
Festival Reservations: 603 2074 3900

EEST
Level 1, The Westin Kuala Lumpur
199 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Pan Asian
Festival Reservations: 603 2773 8017

IKETERU
Level 8, Hilton Kuala Lumpur
3 Jalan Stesen Sentral,
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Modern Japanese 
Festival Reservations: 603 2264 2264

OGGI
The Regent Kuala Lumpur
160, Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Italian
Festival Reservations: 603 2141 0661

TAI ZI HEEN
Prince Hotel & Residence Kuala Lumpur
Jalan Conlay, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Chinese
Festival Reservations: 603 2170 3259

LAI PO HEEN
Mandarin Oriental, Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur City Centre, 
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Classic–Cantonese
Festival Reservations: 603 2380 8888

CAVALLINI’S
Palace of the Golden Horses
Jalan Kuda Emas,The Mines Resort City, 
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Category: Italian
Festival Reservations: 603 8944 3461

THE DINING ROOM
Carcosa Seri Negara, Taman Tasik
Perdana, Persiaran Mahameru, 50480
Kuala Lumpur
Category: French
Festival Reservations: 603 2295 0810

SOI TWENTY THREE
Pacific Regency Hotels & Apartments
Level 23, Menara PanGlobal
Jalan Punchak Off Jalan P Ramlee
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Thai
Festival Reservations: 603 2332 7777

AL NAFOURAH
Le Meridien Kuala Lumpur, 
2 Jalan Stesen Sentral
Kuala Lumpur Sentral, 
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Lebanese
Festival Reservations: 603 2263 7888

SENSES
Mezzanine Level, Studio 
Hilton Kuala Lumpur
3 Jalan Stesen Sentral, 
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Global Cuisine 
Festival Reservations: 603 2264 2264

THE OLIVE
Lobby Floor, Genting Hotel
69000 Genting Highlands, 
Pahang Darul Makmur
Category: Continental 
Festival Reservations: 603 6101 1118

S p r i n gs

TAMARIND SPRINGS
Jalan 1, Taman Tun Abdul Razak,
Ampang 68000 Selangor Darul Ehsan
Category: Indochinese
Festival Reservations: 603 4256 9300

PACIFICA GRILL & BAR
Mandarin Oriental, Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Contemporary-European 
Festival Reservations: 603 2380 8888

THIRD FLOOR
Third Floor Restaurant Bar, 
Level 3R, JW Marriott Hotel
183 Jalan Bukit Bintang, 
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Contemporary
Festival Reservations: 603 2141 3363

SENJA
The Saujana, Kuala Lumpur
Saujana Resort, Jalan Lapangan
Terbang SAAS, 40150 Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Category: Italian
Festival Reservations: 603 7846 1234

ZIPANGU
Shangri-La Hotel Kuala Lumpur
11 Jalan Sultan Ismail, 
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Japanese
Festival Reservations: 603 2074 3900

CHALET
Hotel Equatorial Kuala Lumpur 
Jalan Sultan Ismail, 
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Swiss
Festival Reservations: 603 2161 7777

CHYNNA
Level 5, Studio
Hilton Kuala Lumpur
No. 3, Jalan Stesen Sentral, 
50470 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Hong Kong Cantonese
Festival Reservations: 603 2264 2264

LAI CHING YUEN
The Regent Kuala Lumpur
160 Jalan Bukit Bintang,
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Category: Cantonese
Festival Reservations: 603 2117 4180
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Cigar Ambassador,

Jeff Quah from

“Dunhill Signed Range

Cigars” on this

interesting subject. 

COCKTAIL/MOCKTAIL

Are you tired of the same

old cocktails, or do you

just wonder how the

basics come together to

make a Manhattan, or

what makes that Martini

to die for? Watch and

learn as our mixogist Lomas Gration conjures

up some of the most creative drinks of today

and explains how to make beverages that

have stood the test of time and become the

favorites of many generations. 

DRESS FOR SUCCESS

The Melium Group’s

Dress for Success will

have eight sessions, four

for men and four for

women. KL fashion icon

Farah Khan has put

together a fashion workshop led by well

known fashion stylist Alex Eu where you will

learn secrets and tips that will make your

wardrobe both versatile and dazzling. The

Melium team has put together a workshop that

will be fun and practical. 

COFFEE APPRECIATION

The morning coffee

routine has become but

one of the many

aspects of coffee

appreciation and the

presentation of Coffee Appreciation by Dome

Cafe’s acclaimed baristas will discuss

brewing, origins and insights into the small

bean that has become a world standard eye

opener and conversation starter. 

Surprise a friend, buy a couple of tickets and

spend a day or two at the KLEI and be

entertained while you sharpen your

entertainment skills. Seating is limited and we

encourage you to act now and reserve your

space for these informative and fun

workshops. Special discounts are given for

Visa Card members and parties of 10 or more.

For more information on the KL Epicure
International 2005, please contact AsiaReach
Events at:

Tel : 03-2284 2788 (General Line)
Fax : 03-2284 5788
Email : sales@asiareach.com.my

M a l a y s i a ’ s  L e a d i n g  F o o d  A n d  W i n e  F a i r

KL EPICURE
INTERNATIONAL 2005

ENTERTAINING AND DINING WITH

ELEGANCE 

To be the perfect host you need to consider

many things. Etiquette is just one of the areas

that you need to be familiar with in fine dining.

Our presenters on “Dining with Elegance”,

Tunku Dara Tunku Tan Sri Naquiah and

Datin T D Ampikaipakan are renowned

experts and authorities on many lifestyle

issues facing today’s social situations. Each

will be teaching four classes over the two day

period and we are sure you won’t want to

miss the opportunity to hear the many tips on

the “how to” aspect of graceful entertaining. 

MASTER CHEFS’ COOKING CLASSES

Imagine the surprise of your friends when at

your next dinner party you serve some of the

most stunning and delicious fare they have

ever experienced. You can! All you need to do

is attend one of our 16 classes that will be

taught by 16 of the world’s finest chefs. They

will demonstrate and prepare actual dishes, sharing

trade secrets and skills learned over a lifetime

as professional chefs.

WINE APPRECIATION 

Do you wonder which wine to serve with

what food, or when it should be uncorked for

maximum presentation and enjoyment?

Attend the Wine appreciation workshop and

tour the world of wine with our experts for a

fun and fascinating look at the fruit of the vine.

CIGAR APPRECIATION

Do cigars lose their flavour with age? Can they

be kept indefinitely? How do you smoke them

for proper enjoyment? These and many   more

cigar topics will be covered by our presenter,

KL EPICURE
INTERNATIONAL FAIR 
KL Epicure International 2005 is where you
can sample and purchase everything to do
with international fine dining – from exotic
food, fine wines and cigars to exclusive
tableware and dining accessories.

Held as an independent event in
conjunction with the KL International
Gourmet Festival, KL Epicure International
2005 features top suppliers and
organizations specializing in fine cuisine
and the culinary arts, all gathered together
under one roof.

FREE admission, we look forward to seeing
you all there!

LIFESTYLE WORKSHOPS
• Dining with Elegance
• Cooking with Style
• Wine Appreciation
• Cigar Aficionado
• Mixology – Cocktail/Mocktail
• Dress for Success
• Coffee Appreciation

Call and Reserve your Seat Today

12th – 13th November 2005 • Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre

Datin T D
Ampikaipakan

Tunku Dara Tunku
Tan Sri Naquiah

Thomas Ling

Roderick Wong

Alex Eu

Day Pass to unlimited workshops RM350; VISA card members RM299. 10% discount for parties of 10 or more persons.
Call May at 603 2282 8828 for advance bookings or log on to www.klgourmetfest.com for more information.

BOOK YOUR WORKSHOP TODAY • LIMITED SEATS AVAILABLE, SO COME EARLY!

WORKSHOP SPEAKERS ROOM DAY START TIMES

ENTERTAINING & DINING Datin T D Ampikaipakan 401/402 Sat & Sun 11am, 1pm

WITH ELEGANCE Tunku Dara Tunku Tan Sri Naquiah 401/402 Sat & Sun 3pm, 5pm

CIGAR APPRECIATION Jeff Quah – Dunhill Signed Range Cigars 403 Sat & Sun 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm

COFFEE APPRECIATION Dome Cafe’s Baristas 404 Sat & Sun 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm

COCKTAIL/MOCKTAIL Lomas Gration 405 Sat & Sun 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm

MASTER CHEFS’ Chef De Cuisine Kelly Brennan – Senses, Hilton KL 406 Sat & Sun 11am

COOKING CLASSES Executive Pastry Chef Benoit Chargy – Hilton KL 406 Sat & Sun 1pm

Chef De Cuisine Roy Wong – Kim Ma, PGH 406 Sat 3pm

Chef Bong Jun Choi – Lai Po Heen, Mandarin Oriental 406 Sun 3pm

Sous Chef Wilfred Lim – Cavallini’s, PGH 406 Sat 5pm

Chef Bong Jun Choi – Lai Po Heen, Mandarin Oriental 406 Sun 5pm

Chef Chan Kong Tung – Tai Zi Heen, Prince Hotel 407 Sat 11am

Chef Sun – Imperial Rama, Highlands Hotel 407 Sun 11am

Executive Chef Antoine Rodriguez – Le Meridien KL 407 Sat 1pm

Executive Chef Ando Takao – Wa-Raku Japanese 407 Sun 1pm

Chef Sujinda Anekthanasan – Soi 23, Pacific Regency 407 Sun 3pm

Chef Simon Hew – Lai Ching Yuen, Regent KL 407 Sat 3pm

Head Pastry Chef Nabil Zayani – Lavand 407 Sat & Sun 5pm

WINE APPRECIATION Roderick Wong – Wine Sommelier, Hilton KL 408 Sat & Sun 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm

Thomas Ling – Denise Wines 409 Sat & Sun 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm

MELIUM DRESS FOR Alex Eu – Fashion Stylist & Make up Artist 410 Sat & Sun 11am, 3pm

SUCCESS Alex Eu – Fashion Stylist & Make up Artist 410 Sat & Sun 1pm, 5pm
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